Final Team Documentation

- Due Friday, Dec 13, 5pm (not accepted late)
- In cis dept office
- CD copy
- On-Line copy
Documentation

- Introduction
- Object Models
- Interaction diagrams
- Test Report demonstrating C0 coverage
- Source Code with comments
- Time Logs
- Analysis of effort by team member and by week (pie charts showing loc and hours)
  - Loc for tm, min for tm, weekly min for team
- User manual
- Project Evaluation
Analysis of effort

- Analysis of effort by team member and by week (pie charts showing loc and hours)
  - One pie chart Loc for each team member
  - One pie chart minutes for each team member
  - Weekly minutes for whole team for each week in semester
Project Evaluation

- A text document describing what was good and what was bad about the final project and the semester long process.
- Indicate what could be improved (and how) and what worked well.
Grading

- Existence and reasonableness

- Consistency
  - Is the source code consistent with object models and interaction diagrams?